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Incorporation of Wind Effects Into Boussinesq Wave Models
Qin Chen1; James M. Kaihatu2; and Paul A. Hwang3

Abstract: Recent advances in the Boussinesq modeling of nearshore hydrodynamics offer a platform for the study of wind
wave transformation and breaking-generated nearshore circulation. The paper documents:(1) the new parameterization of the momen
flux transferred from the wind to surface gravity waves in the coastal region on the basis of the field observations;(2) the implementatio
of the parameterized wind stress into phase-resolving Boussinesq wave models;(3) the development of empirical breaking criteria w
the wind effect based on the existing laboratory data; and(4) the tests of the extended Boussinesq model against field observatio
empirical results with respect to wind drag coefficients over shoaling waves and wave growth on a shallow lake. Fairly good a
between the model results and measurements is observed. The methodology for the parameterization of the wind stress as
wave steepness and wind speed as well as the extended Boussinesq model incorporating the wind forcing can be used as a to
our understanding of wind effects on nearshore wave propagation and horizontal circulation.
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Introduction

Coastal dynamics are intrinsically complex owing to the hig
variable and nonlinear boundary conditions. Traditionally,
have focused on the influences of the seabed boundary o
nonlinear transformation of coastal waves, such as wave sho
and refraction caused by bathymetric variations as well as d
limited wave breaking on the beach. The effects of the wind
ing imposed on the ocean surface have also received much
tion in connection with the study of wave generation in the d
ocean. In contrast, the wind effects on wave transformation
breaking in the nearshore ocean, extending from the surf zo
the water depth of about 10 m, have drawn much less attent
the literature.

Experienced surfers know that an offshore wind blowing f
land to sea is usually associated with favorable surfing condit
specifically plunging breakers. Galloway et al.(1989) conducted
field measurements and revealed that offshore winds increa
number of plunging waves, and onshore winds increase the
ber of spilling waves. Douglass(1990), and King and Bake
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(1996), in a series of laboratory experiments, have also de
strated the importance of wind speed and direction with rega
wave breaking, similar to the findings from Galloway et a
(1989) field observations. Unfortunately, quantification of w
effects on wave breaking is currently unavailable. The mecha
of wind effects on wave transformation and breaking in the s
low water is still unclear. Consequently, the wind effects on
generation of breaking-driven currents and resulting sedi
transport in the littoral region are virtually unknown.

Recent advances in Boussinesq modeling of nearshore h
dynamics have offered a platform for the study of wind effect
wave-induced horizontal circulation. Reviews on the recen
velopment and applications of Boussinesq wave models
given by Madsen and Schaffer(1999) and Kirby (2003). Today,
time-domain Boussinesq models are not only able to sim
nearshore propagation of nonlinear waves, but are also capa
predicting breaking-induced cross-shore and alongshore cu
with remarkable accuracy, as demonstrated by Chen et al.(1999,
2003), among others. A natural step forward is to parameteriz
wind stress and incorporate it into the Boussinesq model aim
quantifying the wind influence on coastal waves and brea
induced nearshore circulation.

The paper is organized as follows. First, we present the
parameterization of the momentum flux transferred from the
to surface gravity waves in the coastal region on the basis o
field observations of enhanced wind stress by shoaling w
Next, we show how to implement the parameterized wind s
into a phase-resolving Boussinesq wave model. After that
wind effect on wave breaking is incorporated into the Boussi
model based on the existing laboratory experiments. Then te
the forced Boussinesq model against field observations an
pirical results are given. As an application, we simulate longs
currents with and without the wind effect to examine the resp
of a current to the change in wave breaking caused by a

Finally, we summarize the findings.
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Parameterization of Air–Sea Momentum Flux

Field Evidence of Enhanced Air–Sea Momentum Flux
by Shoaling Waves

Field observations of air–sea momentum flux over shoa
waves were conducted by Anctil and Donelan(1996) who mea
sured wind velocity components(i.e., downwind velocityu and
vertical velocity w) and surface waves simultaneously alon
cross-shore transect from 12.5 to 3 m water depth in Lake
tario. They estimated the air–sea momentum flux from the c
riance of measured velocities at the anemometer height usin
eddy correlation method and inferred the drag coefficientCd. The
wind stress on the sea surface may be expressed as

t = − rauw s1d

wherera=air density and the over bar denotes time average
drag coefficient is then estimated by

Cd =
t

raU10
2 = −

uw

U10
2 s2d

in which U10=wind speed at 10 m above the sea level unde
neutrally stable boundary layer condition.

Fig. 1 shows the inferred drag coefficient, wave age, and w
steepness along the cross-shore transect. It is seen that th
coefficient increases as the water depth decreases before
breaking. Inside the surf zone, wave breaking reduces the
steepness and consequently reduces the drag coefficient. Th
of the wind speed at 10 m above the sea level to the peak
celerity is the inverse of the wave age. Obviously waves bec
younger as the water depth decreases because of the reduc
the wavelength, or wave celerity.

The air–sea momentum flux can be parameterized usin
aerodynamic surface roughness length. On the basis of the
data, Anctil and Donelan(1996) suggested that the surface rou
ness lengthz0 was expressed as a function of wave age

z0

Hmo
= ASU10

Cp
DB

s3d

in which Hmo=zero moment wave height; andCp=peak wave
celerity. The empirical coefficientsA=9.25310−5 and B=3.22
were obtained by a regression analysis of the field data.
recently, Taylor and Yelland(2001) proposed an alternative to E
(3). They suggested that the surface roughness length wa
pressed as a function of wave steepness

z0

Hmo
= A1SHmo

Lp
DB1

s4d

where Lp=peak wavelength; andA1=1,200 andB1=4.5 are re
gression coefficients. Taylor and Yelland(2001) indicated that Eq
(4) gave a better representation of a variety of existing data

The wind speed profile in the atmospheric boundary layer
the sea surface may be approximated as(e.g., Hsu 1988)

Uz

u*
=

1

k
FlnS z

z0
D − CmS z

L
DG s5d

where z=anemometer height;Uz=wind speed measured atz;
u* =st /rad1/2=friction velocity; and k=0.4=von Karman con
stant. The stability lengthL depends on the difference betwe
the air temperatureua and the sea surface temperatureus. The
empirical functionCm is a linear function ofz/L in the stable

case(ua.us or L.0) and a nonlinear function ofz/L in the
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unstable cas
(ua,us or L,0) (see, e.g., Hsu 1988). At 10 m above the se
level under the neutrally stable boundary layer condition, we
Cm=0, asua=us or L→`. Thus Eq.(5) becomes

U10

u*
=

1

k
lnS10

z0
D s6d

Upon the use of Eq.(2) and the definition of friction velocity, a
arrangement of Eq.(6) leads to the relationship between the d
coefficient and the surface roughness lengthz0, as used by Anct
and Donelan(1996)

Cd = S k

lns10/z0d
D2

s7d

Eqs.(3), (4), and(7) will serve as a reference for the wind str
implemented into the Boussinesq wave model, as discussed

Fig. 1. Drag coefficient (a) inverse of wave age,(b) wave

steepness, and(c) as function of water depth:(solid lines) Ū10

=15.1 m/s,(dashed line) Ū10=14.2 m/s, and(dashed-dotted line)

Ū10=13.6 m/s; data source: Anctil and Donelan(1996)
following sections.
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Parameterization of Momentum Flux

The momentum flux transferred from winds to surface wave
the time-domain Boussinesq wave model may be paramete
as the wind stress,t=ra CdUuUu, whereU=wind velocity vecto
at a reference elevation, andCd=corresponding drag coefficie
Suggested by the field evidence, the wind drag coefficient in
coastal zone must be a function of not only the wind speed
also the geometry of the surface gravity waves that are
skewed and asymmetrical owing to the seabed boundary. We
pose a new formula of drag coefficient as follows:

Cd103 = sa1 + a2uhxud + bU10 s8d

where a1, a2, and b=empirical coefficients, and hx

=instantaneous surface slope computed in the Boussinesq m
Phase average of the drag coefficient allows for a comparis
the new formula with conventional drag coefficient formu
such as the equation proposed by Wu(1980).

Fig. 2 illustrates the phase-averaged drag coefficient as a
tion of wind speed and wave steepness,ka (k=wave number an
a=wave amplitude). We choosea1=0.2, a2=18, andb=0.065.
The wave steepness ranges from 0.05 to 0.2 with an increm
0.05. It is seen that the new drag coefficient increases with
wind speed and wave steepness. Following Wu(1980), the third
term in Eq. (8) is set to be 0.4875 for wind speed less t
7.5 m/s. The dashed line in Fig. 2 depicts the drag coeffi
given by Wu

Cd103 = 0.8 + 0.065U10 s9d

which is only a function of wind speed. The curves of the n
drag coefficient are parallel to Wu’s curve and the offset dep
on the wave steepness.

In addition to Wu(1980)’s equation, a large number of emp
cal formulas for the drag coefficient have been proposed in
literature(see e.g., Geernaert 1990). Each formula represents t
best fit to a specific dataset. Fig. 3 shows a comparison of the
drag coefficient and the existing formulations. It is seen tha
scattering of the drag coefficient as a function of the wind s
may be explained by the effect of the sea state, or the
steepness. Statistically, Eq.(8) agrees fairly well with all the dat
which is not achieved by any single existing formula of d
coefficient.

One of the crucial differences in airflow over steep sur
waves in comparison to the flow over a flat surface is the pres

Fig. 2. Drag coefficient as function of wind speed and w
steepness(solid lines); dashed line is Wu’s(1980) drag coefficient
of a form drag due to the separation of airflow. Laboratory mea-
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surements of the tangential and normal stresses on the air–
interface(Banner and Peirson 1998) suggest that the form dr
accounts for the major proportion of the wind stress once
waves have developed beyond their early growth stage. The
interesting scenario of wind effects on coastal waves is the s
wind condition. We hypothesize that the separation of air
occurs on the lee side of the wave crest in the shallow water
consequently, the form drag is a dominant contributor to the
mentum flux between the atmosphere and the nearshore
field. The hypothesis is in line with the sheltering theory propo
by Jeffreys(1925) as a mechanism of wave generation.

The time-domain Boussinesq model resolves the indiv
wave motion and predicts reasonably well the geometry o
surface waves distorted by the seabed, such as the skewne
asymmetry of the waves in the shallow water(e.g., Chen et a
2000 and Shi et al. 2003). The wind stress implemented into
Boussinesq model should vary over a wavelength, with a la
drag coefficient on the wave crest than that in the trough to
the form drag into account. In fact, only the heterogeneous d
bution of the wind stress over a wavelength allows for chang
wave height by a wind in a phase-resolving wave model. As
ing that the form drag is dominant over the skin friction, we ap
the wind stress on the wave crest only, neglecting the effect o
shear stress on the wave trough in the Boussinesq model
worth mentioning that other forms of parameterization ma
possible.

The temporal and spatial variation of drag coefficient is on
the important features of the wind stress on the nearshore w
simulated by the phase-resolving Boussinesq model. With th
stantaneous wave celerity and wave slope obtained from the
puted surface elevation at each grid and every time step, the
stress is calculated as a function of the wind velocity relativ
the wave celerity as well as the wave slope in the following fo

t = CdrauU10 − CusU10 − Cd s10d

where C=instantaneous wave celerity estimated in the Bo
inesq model. Eq.(10) is similar to the wind stress formulatio
followed by Schwab et al.(1984) in a wave prediction model o
the basis of a phase-averaged momentum balance equation

Fig. 3. Comparison of Eq.(8) with drag coefficient formula
complied by Geernaert(1990)
than an energy balance equation.

RING © ASCE / NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 2004
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Extended Boussinesq Wave Model

The formulation of the wind stress is implemented into the Bo
inesq wave model developed by Wei et al.(1995), Kennedy et a
(2000), and Chen et al.(2000, 2003). In order to take into accou
the short waves generated by local winds, we also exten
dispersion accuracy of the one-dimensional version of the m
to kh=6 (h=still water depth) by introducing the additional term
from Madsen and Schaffer’s(1998) equations into the model.
new set of coefficients for better shoaling properties of the e
tions (Madsen personal communication 2002 and Kennedy
2002) is also implemented into the model. In one horizonta
mension, the extended Boussinesq equations read

ht + Mx = 0 s11d

where

M = sh + hdFua + Sza
2

2
−

1

6
sh2 − hh + h2dDuaxx + Sza +

1

2
sh − hdD

3shuadxxG + sb2 − b1dh2ssh + hduadxx − b2sh2ssh + hduadxdx

+ sb2 − b1dh2hxt − b2sh2htdx s12d

and

uat + uauax + ghx + L0 + L1 + L2 + L3 − Rb − Rs + Rf − Rw = 0

s13d

where

L0 = Sza
2

2
+ sa2 − a1dh2Duaxxt + sza − a2hdshuatdxx + sa2

− a1dh2hxxx− a2hshhxdxx s14d

L1 = fzauashuadxx + 1
2za

2uauaxx − hshuatdx + 1
2sshuadxd2gx + 1

2sa2

− a1dh2sua
2dxxx− 1

2a2hshsua
2dxdxx s15d

L2 = fhuaxshuadx − huashuadxx − 1
2h2uaxtgx s16d

L3 = f 1
2h2suaxd2 − 1

2h2uauaxxgx s17d

In the equations,h free surface elevation relative to the still wa
level; ua=velocity at the reference elevationzas=−0.54122hd in
the water column; and the subscriptst and x denote time an
spatial differentiations, respectively. The dispersion enhance
coefficients with improved shoaling properties aresb1, b2d
=s0.03917,0.315236d and sa1, a2d=s0.01052,0.124537d. The
additional terms,Rb, Rs, Rf, andRw represent the effects of wa
breaking, subgrid lateral turbulent mixing, seabed shear s
and wind stress, respectively. Detailed descriptions of the
three terms can be found in Chen et al.(1999). Upon the use o
Eq. (10), we obtain

Rw =
ra

rsh + hd
CduU10 − CusU10 − Cd s18d

wherer=water density.
The internal wavemaker for the generation of random wav

the offshore boundary is extended to accommodate the enh

ment of dispersion properties in the Boussinesq equations. In
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comparison to Wei et al.’s(1995) model, the additional terms
Eq. (12) require the solution of a tridiagonal system for the c
tinuity equation.

Other extensions of the model include the modification o
breaking criteria in the model to account for the energy dis
tion owing to whitecaps. The original breaking criteria
Kennedy et al.(2000) were designed for depth-limited wa
breaking. The basic idea is to replace the still water depthh by
C2/g whereg is the gravitational acceleration. This leads to
modified criteria for the onsetsht

sIdd and cessationsht
sFdd of wave

breaking as follows:

ht
sId = g1C s19d

ht
sFd = g2C s20d

in which gu1=0.35–0.65 andgu2=0.15. We choose the lower lim
of gu1 in the presence of a wind that is in the direction of the w
train. Other terms withh in the breaking scheme of Kennedy et
(2000) are also modified in a similar fashion.

Wind Effect on Wave Breaking

Laboratory Data

King and Baker(1996) presented data sets of laboratory exp
ments on the wind effect on depth-limited wave breaking. T
work is an extension of the physical experiment conducte
Douglass(1990) with the improvement in the modeling of the
boundary layer. The model scales are 1:50 and 1:100 for the

Fig. 4. Wind effects on breaking locations from King and Ba
(1996): (top) spilling breakers; (bottom) spilling and plunging
breakers
wave and the airflow, respectively. Fig. 4 shows the measured

EAN ENGINEERING © ASCE / NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 2004 / 315
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breaking locations as a function of wind speed in King and B
er’s (1996) experiment. The horizontal axis is the Froude num
defined as

F =
U

ÎgHp

s21d

where U=wind speed at a reference elevation andHp=wave
height near the wave maker. The vertical axis is the differen
the breaker depths with and without a windsDdd normalized by
the breaker depth in the presence of a windsdbd. A positive F
corresponds to a wind blowing onshore and a negativeF corre-
sponds to a wind blowing offshore. It is seen that an onshore
tends to cause an early occurrence of breaking and vice ver
an offshore wind. In other words, an onshore wind causes w
to break further offshore in the deeper water while an offs
wind causes waves to break further onshore in the shall
water in comparison to the case without a wind, if the chang
the water level due to the wind is small. It appears from
laboratory experiments that spilling and plunging breakers
spond to the wind effect somewhat differently.

Both experiments conducted by Douglass(1990) and King and
Baker (1996) were focused on the wind effect on wave break
in the shallow water. They found that the breaker height
hardly affected by the wind speed and direction. Because o
change in the breaker depth in the presence of a wind, the ra
wave height to water depth at the breaking location appears
a function of wind speed and direction, in addition to the be
slope and offshore wave steepness.

Empirical Breaking Criteria

The mechanism of the wind influence on depth-limited w
breaking was hypothesized as a microbreaking process(Douglass
1990) or as a vortical effect resulting from the wind velocity sh
(King and Baker 1996). This small scale breaking mechanism
not taken into account by any conventional macrobreaking c
ria. Therefore, new empirical breaking criteria as a function o
wind speed are developed for the extended Boussinesq mo
the basis of the laboratory data. A cubic curve fitting of the s
ing and plunging data in Fig. 4 yields

f r =
Dd

db
= s0.067F3 + 0.26F2 + 0.79Fd0.01 s22d

As Dd=db−db0, where db0=breaker depth without a wind, w
have

db =
dbo

1 − f r
s23d

Combining the shoaling and wind effects, we obtain the emp
breaking criterion

ht
sId = lC s24d

where

l = 0.65s1 − f rd0.75 s25d

Fig. 5 illustrates the effect of an onshore wind on wave br
ing over a barred beach. The solid lines sketch the wave p
with rollers near the bar crest and close to the shoreline. I
case of an onshore wind, the Froude number is positive and
f r. Thus Eq.(25) yields a coefficient smaller than 0.65 that is
default coefficient calibrated by Kennedy et al.(2000) in the ab-

sence of a wind. With a smaller criterion for the onset of break-

316 / JOURNAL OF WATERWAY, PORT, COASTAL, AND OCEAN ENGINEE
ing, the waves will break in the deeper water as illustrated b
dashed lines in Fig. 5, and vice versa for the case of an off
wind.

Notice that the above equations are derived from the la
tory data for the depth-limited wave breaking. It may not be
tended to the steepness-limited breaking. Furthermore, ca
needs to be taken when using the breaking criteria under c
tions different from the laboratory because of the scaling p
lems. Nevertheless, we demonstrate a procedure that can b
to develop breaking criteria with the wind effect if simultane
field measurements of breaking location and wind speed are
able.

Model Tests

Drag Coefficient over Shoaling Waves

Anctil and Donelan’s(1996) field experiment on air–sea mome
tum flux over shoaling waves provides us with an excellent
set to test the wind stress we introduce to the Boussinesq m
However, a direct simulation of the data set is difficult beca
the extended model with better dispersion properties is limite
one horizontal dimension andkh,6. Thus we opt to compare t
drag coefficient derived from the Boussinesq model results t
drag coefficients computed from the formulas developed by
ctil and Donelan(1996) and Taylor and Yelland(2001).

Fig. 6 shows the bathymetry and the cross-shore variatio
the wave age and wave steepness in this test case. The hor
axis is the distance from the wave maker in the Boussi
model. We construct the bathymetry using the measured
depth at four instrumentation locations. The offshore wave
ditions are taken from an average of three measurements,
gives the zero moment wave heightHmo=0.9 m and the pea
wave periodTp=5.3 s at the offshore water depth of 8.4 m.
cause no measured wave spectra are available, we use a re
broad Texel–Marsden–Arslo(TMA ) spectrum (Bouws et al
1985) with the shape parameterg=2.0. The wind speed
U10=7.0 m/s and remains constant in the computation dom
The peak wave celerity and peak wavelength are calculated
the linear wave theory, and the wave height is given by the Bo
inesq model. Waves become shorter due to the shoaling eff
is seen that both the inverse of the wave age and wave stee
increase rapidly in the wave depth shallower than 3 m nea
shoreline.

Inserting the wave age and wave steepness into Eqs.(3) and
(4), respectively, we obtain the surface roughness length. D

Fig. 5. Schematic of wave breaking on barred beach with(dashed
lines) and without(solid lines) an onshore wind
use of Eq.(7) yields the drag coefficient that is a function of the

RING © ASCE / NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 2004
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surface roughness. Conversely, solving Eq.(7) with a phase
averaged drag coefficient from the Boussinesq model leads
corresponding surface roughness length. Fig. 7 shows the
shore variations of the surface roughness length predicted b
both formulas and the comparison of the drag coefficients de
from the Boussinesq model and Eq.(7). It is seen that both Anct
and Donelan’s(1996) and Taylor and Yelland’s(2001) formulas
predict very similar surface roughness of the wave field from
Boussinesq model except for the area very close to the sho
where wave breaking reduces the wave steepness. We notic
the phase-averaged drag coefficient given by the Bouss
model agrees very well with the drag coefficients using the
mated surface roughness length. Similar agreement is obs
between the surface roughness lengths inferred from the p
averaged drag coefficient and the wave fields.

The second test case has a wind speed ofU10=14.1 m/s, a
zero moment wave heightHmo=2.13 m, and a peak wave peri
Tp=6.8 s at the offshore water depth of 8.6 m. Similar to the
test case, a TMA shallow water wave spectrum with the s
parameterg=2.0 is employed as the offshore boundary condit

Fig. 6. Cross-shore variations of(a) inverse of wave age,(b) wave
steepness, and(c) bathymetry in case ofU10=7.0 m/s
Fig. 8 shows the bathymetry and the cross-shore variations of the
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wave age and wave steepness in this test case. The storm
caused by the strong wind increases the offshore water dep
20 cm in comparison to the previous case. Because of the
offshore wave height, wave breaking reduces the wave stee
near the shoreline, as shown in Fig. 8(b). By contrast, the wav
age decreases monotonically from the deep water to the sho
It is anticipated that both Anctil and Donelan’s(1996) and Taylor
and Yelland’s(2001) formulas predict different surface roughn
length in the surf zone.

Fig. 9 depicts the cross-shore variations of the surface ro
ness length predicted by both Anctil and Donelan’s(1996) and
Taylor and Yelland’s(2001) formulas as well as the phas
averaged drag coefficient, and the comparison of the drag c
cients derived from the Boussinesq model and Eq.(7). Similar to
Fig. 7, both formulas predict very similar surface roughn
length of the wave field given by the Boussinesq model excep
the shallow water where wave breaking reduces the wave s
ness. Fair agreement is observed between the phase-av
drag coefficient given by the Boussinesq model and the dra
efficients obtained from the estimated surface roughness l
and Eq. (7), except for the region close to the shoreline.
roughness length inferred from the phase-averaged drag c
cient predicted by the Boussinesq model, however, amplifie
differences.

In general, the model results in both test cases agree fairly
with the drag coefficients inferred from field measurements
side the surf zone. This indicates that the parameterization o
drag coefficient incorporated into the Boussinesq model is a
sonably good representation of the air–sea momentum flux

Fig. 7. Cross-shore variations of surface roughness(top) and drag
coefficient(bottom) in case ofU10=7.0 m/s:(solid lines) Anctil and
Donelan (1996), (dashed lines) Taylor and Yelland (2001), and
(dotted line) Boussinesq model
the shoaling waves.
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Wave Growth on Shallow Lake

The test cases in the preceding section concentrate on the s
roughness length and drag coefficient associated with sho
waves over a distance of about 500 m. Can the wind stress i
mented into the Boussinesq model simulate the growth of
waves over a longer fetch? We shall address such a question
the data set of wave growth in Lake George, Australia colle
by Young and Verhagen(1996).

Lake George is a shallow lake with a typical water dept
2 m. It is about 20 km long and 10 km wide. A series of e
observation stations were deployed along the north–south fe
measure the wind waves. The wave data collected by Youn
Verhagen(1996) under a nearly ideal condition have served
test bed for a number of phase-averaged wave models, su
simulating waves nearshore(Booij et al. 1999). We choose tw
data sets corresponding to a medium wind speed ofU10

=10.8 m/s and a large wind speed ofU10=15.2 m/s to test th
wind stress formulation incorporated into the Boussinesq m
Owing to the dispersion limit of the Boussinesq modelskh,6d,

Fig. 8. Cross-shore variations of(a) inverse of wave age,(b) wave
steepness, and(c) bathymetry in case ofU10=14.07 m/s.
only the observations at the last four stations(5–8) are utilized.
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s

The fetch between Stations 5 and 8 is about 4.25 km. The
wave boundary condition is taken from the observation at St
5 where the zero-moment wave height isHmo=0.367 m and th
peak wave period isTp=2.34 s in the case of a moderate w
sU10=10.8 m/sd, andHmo=0.473 m andTp=2.4 s in the case of
strong windsU10=15.2 m/sd. We use TMA shallow water wav
spectra with the shape parameterg=3.3 at the up-wave bounda
as the input to the Boussinesq model. A bottom friction coeffic
of f =0.0005 is used in the quadratic law of the bottom s
stress(Chen et al. 1999).

Fig. 10 shows comparisons of the computed and mea
significant wave heights and wave periods as well as the
puted and inferred drag coefficients under the moderate wind
dition. It is seen that the wave heights predicted by the Bo
inesq model are in fairly good agreement with the fi
measurements. The computed peak wave periods, howev
not agree with the observations. The wind stress incorporate
the Boussinesq model simply does not lead to the increase
wave period along the fetch. The downshift of the peak frequ
is absent in the modeled wave energy spectrum. This is attri
to the inability of the Boussinesq model to take quadruplet i
actions into account and to describe the full process of w
growth. Interestingly, the phase-averaged drag coefficient c
lated from the Boussinesq model is in good agreement wit
coefficient estimated using the modeled wave characteristic
Anctil and Donelan’s(1996) formula. The drag coefficients giv
by Taylor and Yelland’s(2001) formula (triangles), however, ar
smaller than either Boussinesq or Anctil and Donelan’s r
(solid line and squares).

Similar comparisons are made for the case of large wind s
as shown in Fig. 11. Again, the Boussinesq model predict

Fig. 9. Cross-shore variations of surface roughness(top) and drag
coefficient(bottom) in case ofU10=14.1 m/s:(solid lines) Anctil and
Donelan (1996), (dashed lines) Taylor and Yelland (2001), and
(dotted line) Boussinesq model
growth of wave height fairly well in comparison to the field mea-
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surements but considerably underpredicts the increase of
period. The agreement among the drag coefficients is also
similar to the case with a moderate wind. The phase-aver
drag coefficient obtained from the Boussinesq model agrees
with Anctil and Donelan’s result than does Taylor and Yellan
formula, as shown in Fig. 11(c). Notice that all the drag coeffi
cients are computed using the wave field given by the
dimensional Boussinesq model, which is not able to predic
downshift of the peak frequency. It should be pointed out tha
Boussinesq model with the wind forcing is not able to simu
wave growth from a calm sea or small ripples that eventu
grow to larger waves. Nevertheless, the prediction of wave h
growth under both moderate and strong wind conditions by
Boussinesq model confirms that the new formulation of w
stress is a reasonable representation of the momentum flux
ferred from a wind to surface waves in nearshore regions

Fig. 10. Comparisons of computed and measured significant
heights(a) computed and measured peak wave periods,(b) computed
and inferred drag coefficients, and(c) in case ofU10=10.8 m/s
(solid lines) Boussinesq model results,(circles) Young and
Verhagen’s (1996) observations, (squares) Anctil and Donelan
(1996), and(triangles) Taylor and Yelland(2001)
phase-resolving model.
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Wind Effect on Longshore Currents

Recently, Chen et al.(2003) and Chen(2004) introduced a pro
cedure to transform Boussinesq-type equations derived from
assumption of potential flow into a wave-current model by
sistently recovering the vertical component of vorticity assoc
with wave-driven currents. Longshore currents generated b
breaking of obliquely incident waves on a natural beach
successfully simulated by Chen et al.(2003) using an enhance
Boussinesq model. However, wind forcing was not include
their simulations. Field observations have shown that winds
contribute considerably to the measured longshore currents(e.g.,
Hubertz 1986). For a wind blowing obliquely from sea to lan
the alongshore component of the wind stress will either enh
or reduce the magnitude of the wave-induced longshore cu
depending on the wind and wave directions. On the other h

Fig. 11. Comparisons of computed and measured significant
heights(a) computed and measured peak wave periods,(b) as well as
computed and inferred drag coefficients, and(c) in case o
U10=15.2 m/s: (solid lines) Boussinesq model results,(circles)
Young and Verhagen’s(1996) observations,(squares) Anctil and
Donelan(1996), and(triangles) Taylor and Yelland(2001)
the cross-shore component of the wind stress will cause setup of
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the mean sea level, or storm surge. In principle, a Bouss
model covering a large domain can predict both the w
generated current and setup, but a nondispersive shallow-
model is computationally more suitable for such simulations
Boussinesq models.

Besides those well known wind effects on the nearshore w
Douglass(1990) suggested that the change in the breaking l
tion by a wind could impact the wave-generated longshore cu
and sediment transport. We shall examine such an impact
the extended, two-dimensional Boussinesq wave model inc
rating the wind effects. Because the breaking criteria were d
oped using laboratory data, we restrict our numerical experi
to a planar beach at the laboratory scale. The slope of the p
beach is 1:20, which starts from an offshore water dept
35 cm. The obliquely incident, regular wave train has an am
tude of 3.9 cm, a period of 1.02 s, and an angle of 15.4° in
offshore depth. The setup of the numerical wave basin is si
to the well known Visser’s(1991) laboratory experiments o
longshore currents without a wind.

Fig. 12 compares the computed wave heights, mean wate
els, and longshore currents with and without a wind. With the
breaking criteria, the extended Boussinesq model predicts a
lier occurrence of wave breaking under an onshore wind co
tion in comparison to the case without a wind. The magnitud
the Froude number for the wind reaches eight. It is seen
although the cross-shore variation of wave setup is slightly
fected by the change in the breaking location, the maximum w

Fig. 12. Compariaon of model results with and without a wind:(a)
wave height,(b) wave setup, and(c) longshore currents:(solid lines)
onshore wind,(dashed lines) no wind
setup is barely influenced by the wind because of the very short
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fetch in this case. A larger wind-induced setup is anticipated
larger model domain.

One of the interesting results of this idealized numerica
periment is the prediction of a weaker longshore current und
onshore wind in comparison to the case without a wind.
change in the surf zone width owing to the winds does not s
to influence the cross-shore width of the longshore current. H
ever, the change in the wave breaking location alters the c
shore gradient of the radiation stresses, or the driving forc
longshore currents. The implication of the model results is th
onshore wind may reduce the longshore sediment transpo
despite an increase in the distance between the breaking poi
the shoreline. Conversely, an offshore wind may enhance
longshore sediment transport rate because of the stronger c
(not shown here) and the increased number of plunging break
Notice that the wind direction is restricted to the cross-shor
rection in the numerical experiment. The implication of our
merical results is not in agreement with Douglass’s(1990) sug-
gestion on the potential wind effect on the longshore sedi
transport rate. Further verification of the model results ag
field or laboratory measurements is obviously needed.

Summary and Conclusions

The time-domain Boussinesq wave model has been extend
including the wind effects on the nearshore wave propagatio
breaking-generated currents. A new methodology for the pa
eterization of the wind stress has been developed based o
observations of air–sea momentum flux over shoaling waves
drag coefficient incorporated into the Boussinesq model is
only a function of wind speed, but also depends on the w
steepness. The fairly good agreement between the drag coef
derived from the Boussinesq model and the results predicte
the sea state dependent roughness formulas indicates that t
mulation introduced to the Boussinesq model is a good repr
tation of the wind effect on shoaling waves. Although the o
dimensional Boussiensq model incorporating the wind forcin
unable to predict the downshift of the spectral peak, the m
reproduces fairly well the measured growth of the wave heig
Lake George. The test confirms the effectiveness of the new
stress parameterization in terms of the momentum or en
transfer between the wind and the water.

Wave breaking criteria have been modified to take into
count the wind effect on wave breaking on the basis of the e
ing laboratory data. The two-dimensional version of the fo
Boussinesq model with the new breaking criteria has enabl
to simulate longshore currents on a planar beach at the labo
scale to understand the response of a current to the change
breaking location caused by a wind. The methodology for
parameterization of the air–sea momentum flux as well a
extended Boussinesq model incorporating the wind effects a
to be a promising tool for the study of sea–swell–wind inte
tions, wind effects on nearshore wave propagation and horiz
circulation, and the spatial variability of the sea surface rough
length. Owing to the complex nature of the turbulent boun
layer over the ocean surface, detailed laboratory, and field e
ments are required to verify the parameterization and num
model, and to improve our understanding of air–sea proces
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